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There was a shift in methodological and theoretical approaches to the

study of organizations.im the mid to Late sixties. Methodologically, the

. emergence of multivariate analysisnd statistical packages allowed
.

social scientists to deal with larger bodies of data, and-for the most'

Part the previously pr'edominant case study approach wasleft behind.

Theoretically, the concern shifted.away from an examination of the ilynamici

of organizations, i.e., strategy and change, toward a relatively -static

analysis of the structure of organizations.. Thus in the 1960's and 1970's,

the socitlogi'zal study of.organizetions was dominatedby the comparatiye

structural perspective (Blau and Schoenherr, 1971; Hag& andAikeri, 1967;

11,41k
Pugh et. al., 1963, 1968, etc.). The comparative-structuVai perspective

emerged as a iespOnse to the earlier detailed case study approaches

exemplified by Selznick (1949) and Gouldner, (1954). While the case

studies were concerned with ho4w the behavior Of organizations ,and their

memberg- illiosyncratically varied from a common theoretical referente

point, i.e., Weber's model of bureaucracy, the comparative structuralists

.

were primarily concerned with discovering common patterns across Organizations.

An atgumept can. be madethat in its baiic &cern with the collection'

of large quantifiable data - banks, be comparative-structuralltt reduced

theOry to the position of a le4itimizer of methods rather than holding that

methods are a'tool. of theory. The selective use of works of Max Weber

exemplifies this phenomenon. Weber's ideal construct of bureauct=acY

emerged as a series of testable propositions-whlie.it was clearly never

,
4

.

meant to do so (Hall;and Tittle, 1966L,1#0.1, 1963). 'Furthermore, Weber

himself was castes an aggregate structuralist who organizations as
P

based on the functional interdependence between various structures, e.g.,

size and differentiation.(Blau and Schoenherr, 1970.- The dynamic aspects



of theWeberian perspective, viewing structure as contingen:: 7 orical

and.cultural setting and as deterMined by theConscious act -ticular

. .

interest groups, was for the most part ignored bythe.comparat, cturalists.-

Contemporary theoretical perspectives (March and Simon, 1958; Cyet? ici ....

March; 1963; Thompson, 1967) were also selectively.used by the comparative

. .

structuralists. The references made to these theoretical works ignored,
-

f'S`r the most part,-the,dynamic aspects of the perspectives. For .,opimpe,

not until recently has the theme of coalitions and coalition behavior.

been 'viewed as integral to the empiricaWsearch'while it is obviously of

import to the theoretiCal volumes- (C'yert and March; 1963; Thompson,1967):,

The rise of the comparative structuralist perspective may be due in

/

part 'to Its affinity with, one of the primary tendenciesof organ4zational

behavior: the development of general, overarching theories withlapplica-
.

bility to all organizations. The statistical analysis employed.by the
,

9parative structuraTists are well suited to the development of genera

-

theory Even the earlier case study tradition tended to lose sight of the

specific's of the empirical referents on which they were based, with emetgent

theoretical generalhations coming to the forefront. The comparative

structuralists offered a more explicit and direct route to the same end,

while sacrificing a significant degrecof realism and practicality in tne

process.

Although not 4s extreme, this iv'terplay between theory and methods is

' .

, Q 4 ,

also apparent jn :educational administration. Through most of.its history,
1 .

..

a ..
) .

,

educatiorial administtation has placed a heavy-emphasis on practice. As

. ,

a result, those in educational'administratiOn have tended to 'rely on

4.

detailed empirical descriptions of'educational systems rather than the

development of broad theories of organizations. There has been 'a. heavy use
0
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of case studies or other intensive. research techniques which tend to reveal

the more idiosyncratic and dynamic aspects of school systems. One consequence

of this has been the consistent lament among those in educatio61 adminis-

tration concerning thelack of theory, (e.g. Cunningham, Hack and NystraA,

1977; lmmegart and Boyd, 1979; Doyen, 1981). There has been a call for

. ,

the use of more refined methodological and statisticalapproaches to aid

,,

in the development of amore specific and quantified theory. of educational

. -

administration. . r.--
. .,.

'The uncritical. adoption of.such-an apftoach would h'aVe the,same costs
. .

. .
. .

for the ,study educational administration that the rise of the .comparative
. ,

-'structuraliist peespective did for the'study of organizations. The, work

.

of Bidwell and Kasarda (1,70 most closely approximates the structural model
'

and prOvides a goodexample of ;hese costs. Like 'many other structuralists,
. .

Bidwell and Ka;arda view schoolsand school districts* in'terms of the ,

P

I

economic context and morphological structure of these organizations.. For

example, organizational attributes are measured in terms of such diMensions

as'pupil/teacher ratio, 'administrative intensity, ratio pf professional

,support staff to classroomiteachers, and staff qualifications. Their

analysis essentially consists of examining how these four "organizational
0

attributes" moderate the impact of environmental 'conditionsApch as
.

school district size, fiscal resources, percent of disadvantaged families,

u ,

district populatidn educational_levels, and percent non-white in district,

on measures of,student achievemenV, Like' most organizational theoriSts
ie

they view organizations as an input/output,system. HoWever, like most

aggregate structuralists, (e.g., Blau and Schoenherr, 1970), they leave

* While Bidwell add Kasarda use'school districts as the'unit pf analysis,
the implication of their perspective.holds for schools and school districts..

. .

.0
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the process by whloch actors translatethe impact of the environment unspe-

cified. The environment's impact on structure is never viewed as mediated

by the cogiiitions and calculative behavior of organizational actors.

Environffient is somehow transformed into structure, lett the process of

transformation remains unspecified. ConsciOus actors, stratetic decision,

making, and open conflict are never censidered."The discovery oftstatic ,

,patterns occurs at the expense of the dynamics of practical Teality.

While this approach may proddce a theory of educational adminiAration,

4.

-there is a distinct possibility that such a theory would be too far

removed from the practice of eacational Aiministration.to be of much use.

Obviously there is.a need in botiorganizational behaviorend

educatIOnal ldministratien for the generation of practice) theory (Bacharach

and Mitchell,"1981a)'. The development of practical theory requires that

attention be paid to the Common patternt'fhat exist ikross organjzations

and the idlosyficratic, rea)Nlei of specific organizations. In recent years
.

..
.. .

the structural perspective has
.

come under-attack from a variety of
a , ,

..

.
. .

. .

theoreticarperspectives, (Karpick,1972e, Georgiou, 1973; Goldman and

Van Houten,, 1977; McNeil, 1478; Sajatan,p1978;,pacharech and LaKler, 1980; a

Crozier and Friedberg; 1981;. Weick, 1976). Curiously there appears to be

little interest in defending this approach to thi 'study of organizations,

with the consequence that there has been considerable experimentation with

alternatispperspectives such as the negotiated order perspective (Strauss,

1978);_the MarxIan perspective (Fenson, 1977;. trevermam,1971; Heydebrand,

1977; Goldman and Van. Holfiten, 1977); the ethnomethodological perspective

1
(Manning, 1977); a renewed interest in the social.action peripeqtives

(Rose, 1974; gbldthorpe, 1968; Silverman, 1970; Toureinec 1971) and the.

Political perspectivw(Pettigrew, 1973; Bacharach and Lawler, 1980;



Pfeffer: 1980; Weiss ;, 1981).

. Among the

perspective is

organizations,

6

mi'ore potent critiques of the comparative structuvalist

March and SimOn's (1958) notion of the lbose of

recently'elaborated by Weick (1976). What makds this

perspective of particular interest is the facj that it represents an attempt

by an.organizationaltheorist to deal with the particular properties,OT

'educational organizations. In the notion of loosely coupled

systems characterizes oi-ganizatjons in a manner directly opposite that of

cOmparatilie structuralist theory. Thus the objective fosus on strut. re. is

replaced hy_a concern with the subjective aspects of 'cognition. As

consequence, the assumption of,organizations as holistic or homogeneous

glVes lay to a view of organizationsiasiheterogeneous. -harmony is usurped

by chaos. .Howeveri itis precisely at thiepointthat the weaknesses of

the loosely coupled. metaphor becomes most apparent. 'Possible.sources of

order are left vague,,and unspecified: 'While Weick (1976) lists some.

possible mechanisms, thrpugh which coupling may eccur
'

(e.g., authority,1
.

technology), it is not apparent at what point coupling occurs: Further,

it.ls not apparent. Whether coupling occurs Between individuals, groups,

4 .. ...

or organizations. 4ndeed,'one of the primary' problems with the loosely

4
coupled systems approach is'the fact that it is based on anndividual

phenoMenological analysis, yet it is applied haphazardly'te organizations

as a unit.

implicit in one or more of the aforementioned perspectives are a numbhr

of critiques of the'comparative-structural appr*oach to the study of organiza".

tions:

a. Comparative structuralists have reified,organlzations

b. Comparative structuralists hate anthropomorphized organizations
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I
. Comparative structuralists have objectified organizations

d. Comparative structuralists have'viewed individual organizational

membersols passiVe ,

e. Comparative structuralists have viewed organ izat lona l' structures

-

as constraining behavior rather' than as. emengentlrom behavior

f, Comparative structuralists have assumed.theoexistence (Wan

aggregate organizational reality <

g. .Comparative structuralistt have

and individual cognitions and interests
,

ignored divergence in subgroup

h. Comparative structuralists have failed totexplain the dynamics

of change and conflict in organizations.

What most of the critiques of the comparativ(kstructualists have

,

in common is a priMarY concern with the analysis of organNatiOnal

. dynamics and organizational change.. .They view organizations as systems

of actions, Not Coincidently, their deyelopment had been accompanied by a-

renewed4interesein the use of P9d1 itativen methods (ASQ, 1981).

The problem with the various,c0tiques offered of the comparative

structuralists:is that no One perspective has addressed all the points

of criticism, nor have they sirwn.an appreciation for they positive aspects
-

of the structural approach. To that end, we have yet to'see a tFieoratical.

pespective which deals with what must be

issues of organizational theory:

a. How do organizatiOnal structures and

viewed' as the three critjcal

processes emerge from\the

behavior and cognitions of individual actors?

b. 'Now do organizational structures andprocesses stabillie without ,

inhibiting he behaviors and cognitions of individual actors?'

/



c. How do organizations change without being reduced-to chaos?

Vpdcifically,how do organizations change while still maintaining their'

organizational identity?

lo,a large degree what,Weig (1976) and others have failed to.'

emphasizels bra-Cie-Y0nd the facade of loose coupling, there may exist.

Ahe-day-to-day catculative workings of a political reality. That is, at

times one has the sense that the proponents of the 100selycoupled are

trappedby-their own metaphor, failing to realize that what appears as

loose coupling may indeed be the infOrthal but highly predictable politics

Of organizationalife, Indeed, the modes of coupling may 6e based on

*1;1.

calculat Ive decisions constrained by the structure and environmental`

'tonteni Of organizations, While-the structuralistsfail to consider the

internal dynamics of organizations, the adherents.of the loosely coupled'

systems approach fail to consider the structural constraints that impinge

on the individual actor's cognitions and actions.

It is my premise that a mIdle ground between the compirative

structuralist and the loosely coupled systems approaches may be found ine

the pollticah analysis'of organizations. Unlike the political

L.

perspective offered by Marxists, I believe it is criticalto emphasize

not simply macro institutional analysis, b'Ut the analysis of micro politics

Pfeffer,,1979;13aCharach and Lawler, 1980). To the degree that a folitical
.

analysis examines the cognitions and actions of as opp within the context

of specific organizational structure and envirOn , it may be seen as

incorporating-the strengths of both the structuralist and loosely coupled-

0.

system approaches while not succumbing to the weaknesses of.these approaches..'

That is, a political perspective incorporates structure,t0o3nitton, and
T

actfori and as such, takes:into account the structure) constraints'of an

approach like Biciwell and'ICasarda oikd the. voluntarism implicit in a

ce

a 9e
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perspective such as Weick's.
...

The image of school organizations'As political entities is not new. .c

be made that in the educaiional administration
0

_literature this has beene prevailing perspective (Charters, 1952; Eliot,

1959; Corwin, 1965; Ziegler and Jennings,-1974; Wirt and K.irst, 1972;

Thompson, 1976). This percelltioR of an existing political orientation

' stems; to a significant degree, from the use of:detailed case studies 41

and other intensive, descriptive methods in educational administration .

c,

noted earlier. Mott of these theorists, while dffering. an insight into

the political analysis of organizations, fail to develop the conceptions

of schools as complex political organizations. That is, for the most °

,wartytheyconcentrated on selective relationships such as the relatiorNhip

0

,
,

,. between the superintendent.and the school board (e.g., Ziegler and

Jennings), or they concentrated en °specific political roles such as the.

role of superintendent, Oannacconi and Lutz, 197a). Perhaps themost

thoroughly developed analysis, of schools as complex political organizations

'is that offered by Corwin. By identifying key actors and their interactions,

in 'developing a differentiated view of the organdzat,ip environment,

and by emphasizing the notion of bargalping and adaptive.strategies,Corwin

has taken an important preliminary step towards develoOng a political model

of the school sysf;em and its environment that is more comRrehensive in

its scope than most earlier. efforts.

Consideringyttat the works of Corwin, Charters, Eliot, etc. `'preceded

theorists such as Bidwell and Kasarda,'Weja,, and'Meyer and Rowan (1977),

it is astonishing that the political perspective offered by students of

.
educational systems has not been thoroughly incorporated in the'analysis

of educational organizations. ,1n.a. sense, it is ironicthit 1 .propoie

r: ;*
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a political approaCh to the study. of educational institutions at a middle
0

ground between structuralist and loosely Coupled systems approaches.

A detailed analysis of schools and school districts suggests a
.4

political image of organizations accounting for the follbwing:

a. rdJcational organizatiops are best conceived as.political systems,.

`boiti internally and in their external relationships. In educational
.

organizations, at all levels, constant tactical power struggles occur in

an effort to obtain control over real or symbolic resources. Whether this

Pe,

struggles occursbetween the superintendent and the.school board, between

the school board and the state, or between principals and teachers is

ie

not the important consideration. it is essential to accept the dynamics

of power sttuggles over resources as integral to any organizational analysis.-

b. In educational organiZations, participants can be conceited of as

poilbitical actors with their own needs, objective's, and strategies to achieve
. a .

those objectiyei. While there.may be some apparent consensus regarding

ti1e normative goals of educational organizations, e.g., education, the weight

given to different ubgoals-and the strategies Used to pursue them will differ

depending upon which actors are questtoned..,For example, a decision to cut

an administrator of an affirmative,action program may be viewedby the

communiei as a serious threat to minority protectionsszalling for.pu lisiprotest
M1

at school bird meetings orletters to the. editor of the local pape The

same issue may be Coded as a budgetary necessity by the school

Similar-I-rt.-in discussions- 6f .class size, one finds administrators mentioning.

financial and.child population statistfcs while teachers speak of pedagogical:

technique. `'-Thus each group may argue not only the "rightness" of its_specific

positions alSo define' the issue 16' terms of its own function.

-
L.,

c. The.decision-making proceis is.the primary arena of Political conflict.
' -

I

Each subgroup cdn.be expected.io approach a decision with the Objective of
0,

0, . '
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maximizing its specific/interests or goals rather thar.0 the maximiza ion of some

general organizatio I objective. 'For example, In a choice between. purchasing

new school buses and multiplying the trips of current buses by/Staggering

students arrival and leaving times, citliens may be concerntd/witn such thing;

as the general.traffic patterns in the:community, costs, find students being
A

/-
out of schoo,l until.mid-morning and arriving home after dark. For its part,

the school board may be strongly committed to a stagg red schedule because it

believes that the co sts of increased driver time mechanical depreciation

is significantly less expensive than would be. the purchase of new buses

and the subseqyent need tqfhire more drivers. School administrators ay.be

concerned withquestions of congestion around the bdilding3 and t

of classes_as students arrive and depart.

entirely disinterested and attempt-not to

\Oe question. 1nvolves their self-interest

di srupt ion

Teachers; as a group may be

participate.' Unle someaspect-of

(e.g., a signifi ant increase in the

transportation budget will decrease the MsOnlesavallable for salaries),

teachers, or any other'grOup, may deride not to beCom

decision. For '.thote who perceive an issue as relat d, to:- these=
_ -

however, the decision-making process.becomes the arena -in which to attempt to

insure that the decision outs reflects their Self-inlerests.

involved in a specific

-
n

d, ,.Each sub p will have a.different'view of who has the formal
.

\

pdwerjautliOrity), whO has'the informal power (influerice), or who should have

=

power to make organizational decisions. -Argroqpts efforts to havethefr :

'point of view relfected in the decision outCome centers In large part around

questions of, authority -and influence. In order to have one's viewpoint ree-

.sented requires, that otheri'agree that Your view stioulti be considered, i.e.,

that you should have' influence over the decision. The level f-agreement or,'
.

congruence between parties over who has or should have authority and influence
0
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'over various decisions is constrained by the structure of educational

organizationi, their work processes, and the different goals of groups. In

ir
regards to congruence, four types ofco nditions can be considered (Bacharach

t

and LawlO 1980):

6

a I A
. 1. Congruence. (Legitimate Authority)

. .

Centralized: superiors andsubordinates'copcur that the right

to make a final decision belongs to only the superior. 4

b) Decentralized: superiors and subordinates concur that .

subordinates have the right to make final decisions.

.2.. Incongruence
p.

a) Shirking: superiors maintain that subordinates have the

right to make final_decisions but,suborainates refuse to do so.

b) Usurpation: superiors maintain that subordinates do not

have the right to make final decisions, but subordinates maintain that

they do have the right to ffiak= final decisions.

e. Given the .importance of the dec s -thakiqp process ancigroups'°-

f.efforts to have their views reflected in detision, ou es, the nature of

congruence with regard to where power lies in the decisibn-making-process

is consequential for the level of conflict and ultimately for educational`

quality. Obviously, the two congruent conditions will produce the least

conflict and will enable decision-making to proceed as necessary. In contrast,
r-.

the two. incongruent conditions both pose a major threat to the integrity

of the decision-making process. In one (shirking), efforts will be made to.

pass responsibility for the decision on to others. The passing of a sensitive

.issue such ap school closings back and forth between the administration and the

school board. Would be an illustration of this. IR.the other incongruent:

condition /(usurpation)-, a groups efforts to obtaineuthority.or influence over a
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decision which otheA feel they are nbt entitled to may also stall the decision

;3, e
process. For example,r1r teachers administration, the school board, and

various community groups alb attempted to become involved in a particular decision
.

the I ike/I ihood'bf conflict is high and the chances for a speedy decision low.

Disruption of the deciiion.process, 4oarticularly when imPortadt educational

..issues are involved, will have a direct affect on the school district's program.

f. The ability of a single individual or group to have its Interests

represented in the decision-making process isoftenliMited. As a consequence,

in educational organizations coalitions of;Itors emerge, iliqntify.collective

objectives, and devise strategies to achieve those objectives. For example,

the power of individual teachers or groups'of teachers is limited, but the

power of a coalition of teachers, i.e., the union, is often substantial.

Should the.te.achers' union elicit the support of the PTA an even more influential

Af
coalition could result.: The formation of co alitions-4-constrained by

Organizational structures, ideologies, and environment. For examplk, the type

of coalitions that emerge and the strategies which they follow will depend

greatly on whether we are dealing with a large, highly bureaucratic school-

district or a small, non-burgaucratic school district; whether the community

is liberal or conservative; or whether the district population is well educated

;

or poorly educated. in tither words, the coalitions which emerge, the collective

objeCtives which they identify, and the strategies, whifh they use to achieve

these\ objectives will.bedetermined to a large degree by the various

combiO4tions of structures, ideologies, and environment.

g\4 in any school district, there are likelyto be a number of different

I

coalitions either in existence/cr capable of beingformed. The dominant

coalition is that coalition of actors which controls the authority structure

and resources of the organization at a given.point in time; their actions and

4-
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orientations can be described in terms of their ogiques. d-aCtion (perspective

from the point of view of the observer that gi es their actions meaning and

. .

coherence). For example, in One school dist ict we Observed (Bacharach,and

Mitchell, 1981b, the superintendent" an a majority,faclioniof the school board

constituted the dominant coalition the d rict. Although:challengey

other groups such as the teachers and the min rty faction of the school boaild,

there was no single group or coalition of groups with sufficient influence to

/

replace .the dominant coaldtion inn the,dittrict. ,Thi's coalition had enough
- .

power through the superintendents control. over his administration and the
, - ,.

majority-factions control over school board votes to insure the district was

-.'. -
-,,

,

run Js they saw fit. Further, the strategies and tactics employed (such as'

the superintendent's control over information and the majority factions ties

to the community elite) were consistent with their perception of their roles

_and-responsibilities as school district officials in a particular'school

district. In a similar manner, those who challenged the dominant-Coalition

also followed a consistent set of rules oi'expectations. As a_consequence,

therq was anunderlyinglogic to what'ofter appeared to be a chaotic and

co_oflictual-state of affairs. The same reasoning can be applied to all school

districts.

11, Although a dominant coalition may remain inlace for an extended

period of-time either through astute Political manuvering or the relative

quiescence of the district no coalition is sacrosanct. A dialectical

relationship exists between.the organizational.structures, ideologies, and

environment bncithe emergence and aspirations of coalitions. Coalitions emerge

in reaction .to structures, ideologies, and environment and in turn reformulate

and institutionalize structures, work processes, and ideologies which engender

over time, a reactitlfronvemergent coatitions. The rotation of coalitions

on school boards illustrates this process:, In one'district we observed

r
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(Bacharach and Mitchell, 1581b), a taxpayer's.group con serried over rising,

A .

school costs was able to mobilizisufficient community support (to gain

a majority of.seats on the school board. This coalition was able.to oust
-,

the superintendent from offiCe, alter the content and definition of

.
other administrative roles, and to undertake a teviewof.the district

'airricullim with an eye toward adapting a more fundamental or back -to- basics

*16

lipproaCh to education. Shocked by some ofbtheseactions, a rival coalition

consisting of teachers, parent. groups, and members of Or community elite:

Was formetand after intensive campaigning, was able to replace the

taxpayer's group as the majority faction the school board. Thi, new

<

coalition theh proceeded to implement a series of its own changes in schooL

district policy. The paint is that educational' organizations must be seen

, as political entities that shape and are shaped by their environmental

and organizational context.

i. The dialectic presented above as a critical component.of a political

.

analysis of schools occurs over time and within a specific context. This

'means that educational Organizations are best understood interms of-a

historical perspective and ip terms of the specificity and structure of the

institutional system of which they are a part._

, At least two methodological issues emerge from this elabbration of the -

1

"major points involved in an analysis of educational organizations as political

entities. The first issue deals with the unit of analysis. A political

analysis, due to its concentration on coalitions as the basis of action and

change, envisions groupsfAas the primary focus of a study of educational

organizations. This perspective affords an empirical middle ground between

a concentration on aggregate and individual 'data by examin4ng collectivities .

of individuals within an organization. To date, the potential of the group.
o

tp
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'model has not been fully realized. The 'group has been seen as a relati vely
/ \

formal entity whose activitiei,ethin the organization are passiVe and of

little interest to the researcher. Wat attention has bee'n' e lo. the group

focuses'On group autonomy, that is, with the group itself tat er than 04
/ A.

group's reiationihip with other work groups in theorganiza(tion. Realisation,

. /

of the full, potential of the group perspective requires /that the dynamics .

of the grinip interrelationships becothe a foc4h point of'futuieresearch,
. -,

.For-example, proPerlyConeepUaliZed, a group model is well suited. to an

examination of the administrative, educational, and political imperatives

that confront school administrators as they are expressed in various group

interactions. We believe that the proper application'of the, group model can

be achieved if it is embedded in a theoreti,cal approach that considers the

organization as a political sistem.,
.

)

- .

The second methodological issue has to deal with the
.

use of case studies

versus large quantitative comparative studies wi,th which we begari our

discussion. There, we argued that thechdice of method hasin many cases

dictated the theoretical- content of the research undehaken. One of the
7$,

advantages of the political approach being advocated here is, its ability
0 .

to-constructively utilize both methods, drawing upon their strengths without

succumbing to their limitations. To elaborate, the major strengths of a large

scale comparative survey approach, is the ability'to generalize that it

0% ...

affords. It enables one. to pinpOint the.key variables and variablekrelation-
, -

ships.which constrain the Political_process across school districts.. Its

. .

..

primary weakness is its pability to provide a senseof process, and the

specific information ne essary for an in-depth analysts. In contrast, the.,
',; 1 . ,

strengths of a case.study-approach lie in its ability to explore show,

political processes unfold over time' -in a" specific setting. It's primary

17
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weakness' is its failure to'proVide,a sufficient base foi generalizing
\

to otherorganizations. .TOgetherpothe two methods complement pne another

and7-prOvide the basis for a thorough* undirstanding of school distilcts as

,political systems, alloWing one to determine which aspects of school districts.

eraqualitatively unique, and Which enacts are quantitatively rent.
. .

f . .

.

Obviously; the key step-here involves the creatiye designrof research
.

.
. .

-whieh can effeetivety.utillie both approaches. Tbr example, in. our own

research, we began a series of ca4 studres.to'famillarize ourselves with
.. ,

. .

howthe issues we were concerned with Were handled in,school-districtt.-

1/The information colledted from these case -sites ,was then used tp help 1

designing a survey for' distribution to a larger sample Of sc ools:of which

the easestudy sites were a part. Having,coflected data using both 41,

*approaches, ,it is now possible to use the results of the,cAse studies to

suggest potential anilysei of the survey data, or to.ust the results of a

survey analysis to charaCterize a'ase study site arid examine how a given'
( .

profije of 'variable values:Is translated into action in an actual school

district(Bacharath and Mitchell, 198114., Other waySlof interfacing
P.

.

the two types of 'data are also.possible. The point issthat drawing o.tke

Strengths'of each approach insures that the results will both be.abstract
"A,

enough to.allow for significant theoretical contributions, yet

1 enough to generate practical policy recommendations.

, In closing, as I noted elsewhere,%the Interplay between theory, thods,

and
/
Practice may arise In any area, and the difference in amphasemphasis hidh .

... .

CharacterliaS organizational theory' and educational adMinistrati n as areas

of activity has direct consequences.foethe establishment of dialogue between

th a two fields (Bacharach and Mitchell, 1981a).. The purp se of such are'
4

.4

O
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interaction is to insure that the theory that is generatedis relevant and

useful both to those in educational' administration. and in' organizational

behavior. For educational administration, this suggests a.critical assess-
',

4 ,

ment of the concepts being proposed by organizational behaviorists; for

organizational behavioilsts, this prompts a ,step down fr!omthe heights of

general theory and aofopus on the specific properties of schools as well

,

as a concern with how broader. theoretical. concepts unfOld in educational .
.

sgtings. ForbOth,l'the didlogue should be an exercise in the creation of

ptactical,aeory.. One example of the 'potential frultfulnpskof:this kind.
1-

of a alatogue is in the political alialysii of schools as organizations 0 .

. No

'elaborated here (e.g., Bacharach,and Mitchell,-1982). Recent theoretical:

developmentp in organizational' behavior, when combined with the rich bOdy,of

.

descriptive empirical literatUre in the areas of'schc.40 politics and school

organizations, resulttin a ptrspective which presents a realistic image

of seioals as organizations with direct mplicatioris.for the development

and refinement of theory, research, an&practicet

o

0

o

v
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